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From the chair:
Writing this in March I do not want to pre-empt anything I
shall want to put in my report for the AGM so this may well
be a shorter piece than normal.
It is most heartening to see the groups slowly emerging and
starting meet up again, some still on Zoom for the time being, but increasingly face to face as it were. Some groups
have, not unexpectedly, fallen by the wayside for a number
of reasons but Mike and others are working hard to resurrect
them, Jazz and Rummikub are two that spring immediately
to mind.
If you were a member of a group that no longer functions and
you are wishing that it did then get on to Mike or me and we
will see what is possible. Equally if there is a passion of
yours that is not being catered for, [within the realms of decency of course] then Mike is your first point of contact.
The speaker programme has got of to a great start with the
Air Ambulance, Geoffrey Mead and our own Science and
Technology group. Julie Cruickshank is always looking for
good speakers with an interesting story to tell so do get in
touch if you think you would like to be part of the programme.
We continue to look for members who would like to be more
involved with the running of BRu3a, mainly as cover for existing roles but also to help with jobs that have yet to be identified. One job, involving several people will be the celebration of the movement’s 40 years and incidentally our 11th
birthday on 2 September. Do please get in touch if you
would like to be part of the organising group.
I hope you have been able to get out into the sunshine, I am
writing this on 24 March suffering with a hacking cough and
cold, but still able to venture out. Perhaps this a portent of
the summer we are about to have, we need something to
cheer us! See you all at the AGM on 28 April.
Iain Palôt
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Bognor Regis u3a January 2022 Coffee Morning talk on
Climate Change

The Climate Change group pooled their research and created a talk which covered
a range of aspects of our daily lives that impact the climate. This was then presented at the coffee morning on 27th January.
It also highlighted those areas where individual actions can make a difference and
hints of what to look for in suppliers of goods and services, to check their “green”
credentials.
This is a huge topic to attempt in an hour but it was decided to highlight the
breadth of the subject, and show how much of what we do has a negative impact,
rather than going too deeply into detail in each area.
The presentation started by looking at the visible effects of climate change that
we’ve seen in the last 2 years, melting ice, rising sea levels, major flooding, forest
fires, and drought. We then looked back over millions of years at carbon dioxide
levels at different times and their impact on the Earth. The difference now is the
speed of change, looking back at one example, change occurred over 50 million
years, this time it’s changed over 200 years.
The presentation then looked at the major contributors to the changes over these
200 years, starting with Energy Production and Heavy Manufacturing, going on to
Building, Domestic Energy, Consumer Goods, Transport, Food Production including
Fish and Fishing, finishing with the Natural World and the negative impact we’ve
had on ecosystems.
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The 7 Rs – Refuse, Reduce, Reuse, Repair, Repurpose, Recycle, Rot, things
we used to do, and our parents certainly did
Avoid waste
Reduce leisure travel, share journeys, use a train rather than a car or a
plane where you can
Eat more fruit and vegetables
Eat seasonally and locally grown when you can
Reduce the amount of meat and dairy you eat, especially beef

There are also things governments, NGOs and industry could do:
Ensure end of life products are properly recycled
Consider a Recycling Tax to incentivise manufacturers to offer proper recycling facilities
Consider a Carbon Tax to incentivise manufacturers to speed up the move
to carbon neutral
Incentivise manufacturers to offer maintainable products, with spare part
availability
Encourage investments in restoring manufacturing capability in the UK, to
reduce transport costs
Support Climate and Nature Friendly farming
Invest in green development projects
Incentivise use of scrap in steel production
Fund green development and green energy in less economically developed
countries
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It ended with some more of the things we, as individuals, could do and a quick
reference to COP26, hoping that Alok Sharma will be following up on the promises made.
A summary of the things each of us can do is:
Improve insulation in our homes
Ensure drains etc are clear to reduce risk of flooding
If you’re considering changing your heating and/or cooking systems move to
or towards carbon neutral
If your driveway, paths or patio need maintenance switch to a permeable
solution
Plant trees if you have enough space
If you’re looking for a new home make sure its carbon net zero, you’ll make
big energy savings
Switch to a green energy supplier, one who is making substantial investment
in green energy
Look at carbon free options if you need to replace a boiler
Turn the thermostat down
Be selective about suppliers of goods, look at what they are doing to ensure
they are moving to carbon neutral
Check energy efficiency if buying appliances
Dry washing on the line or an airer
Don’t use aerosols
Ensure you use peat free compost in the garden
Recycle, Reuse or Refuse excessive packaging, especially plastic or polystyrene
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A handout was available with articles about some technological and natural
solutions being developed to help mitigate or reduce the impact of carbon
dioxide and other emissions driving climate change. This covered:
Green Hydrogen
Point Source Carbon Capture
Direct Air Carbon Capture
Carbon Tax
Earthshot winners
Algae farming
Benefits of Bamboo
Mangrove swamps
Many targets for change are set at 2050 but this is too late for parts of the
planet, areas will be lost or destroyed before then, change must happen as
soon as possible and 2050 is the point at which it may all become too late,
which is why we must each take our own small steps in the right direction.
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One of our members, Karen McCreedy, wrote the following short story and
was awarded third place in a National u3a short story competition. Before
you read the story, below is a Karen’s author biography.
Karen has written articles on films and British history for a number of British
magazines including ‘Yours’ and ‘Best of British’. Her fiction usually has a science-fiction slant, and her short stories have appeared in various anthologies
including ‘RealLies’ (2013), ‘On Another Plane’ (2015), ‘Killer Tracks’ and
‘Waiting’ (both 2015), and ‘Best of British Science Fiction 2017’.
Karen’s first novel, ‘Unreachable Skies’ was published in 2018 by Mirror
World, and was followed by two more books in 2019 and 2020, completing
the trilogy.
TRIAL AND ERROR
By Karen McCreedy
When Benjamin Taylor strode through my office wall, I thought I’d
been working too hard. It’s not every day that PhD students walk through bricks
-and-mortar, and anyway Ben was the last person I’d have expected to pull such
a stunt. He detested practical jokes, kept his head down, questioned, learned,
stayed late at the laboratory; and pressed his supervisors for answers we didn’t
always have.
Skinny, scruffy, and extremely bright, it was Ben’s drive to succeed that
made him exceptional. I truly believed the lad was earmarked for greatness –
until the morning he emerged from the plasterwork, as dynamic and apparently
solid as a lab rat on amphetamines.
“Professor Brook,” he blurted, pacing about in front of my desk while I
mopped up the coffee I’d spilled over the notes for my research paper, “Help
me!”
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The green tablets the doctor had prescribed for my hypertension were
in my handbag in the bottom desk drawer. I dropped several pills on the carpet
as I fumbled with the wrapping, but gulped a couple down with what remained
of my coffee. They didn’t help. I could still see Ben pacing about.
“You’re not seeing things, Prof. I really did come through the wall.” His
unzipped hoodie hung open, revealing a yellow t-shirt that bore the legend: ‘One
experiment away from a Nobel Prize’. Ben wiped a hand across it as though embarrassed, shoved his hands into the pockets of his jeans and looked down at his
Reeboks. I sensed a confession in the offing. “I –er– I used some of that experimental serum. The one you gave up on.”
Still stunned by his unconventional entrance, I was slow to grasp his
exact meaning. “The serum we gave to the mice?” I pulled a handkerchief from
the sleeve of my blouse to polish my spectacles. Ben’s outline blurred, but came
back into focus as I put the glasses back on. Focus, yes, that was what I needed.
Specifics. After all, we used a lot of serum and a lot of mice. “Formula 33?”
He shrugged in what might have been an apology, and nodded.
“You used it… on yourself?” Incredible. And incredibly reckless. Our
research aimed to eradicate virus cells by attacking them at a sub-atomic level,
but the technique was a long way from being perfected. Last week, Formula 33
had modified all the cells of the test mice, with the result that they had become
capable of moving through solid objects — such as the bars of their cage. If Ben
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had used the same serum, no wonder he’d been able walk through my
office wall. That explained the ‘how’. But… “Why, Ben? Why in the name of science would you want to do such a thing?”
His face reddened, and the scientist in me made a mental note that his
blood flow seemed unaffected. “It wasn’t about science,” he said, shaking his

head. “I was curious, yeah, but mainly it was just, well, greed I suppose.”
I felt like a third-grader at a lecture on quantum mechanics. What was
he talking about? Gesturing toward the leather armchair beside my desk I
begged him to sit down. “Your pacing is making me dizzy.”
He sat, but the chair remained unaffected — no dent in the cushion, no

creaking as it adjusted to the occupant — and Ben began to sink through it. He
stood up with a sigh and a shrug. “Sorry, Prof. I can’t sit, and if I stand still I’ll
probably go through the floor.”
I lifted my specs to rub my eyes, still half-expecting to wake up and find
the whole conversation had been a nightmare; but beyond the door footsteps,

laughter and conversation washed by with a class of undergraduates. In front of
me, Ben still paced. “Tell me what you meant about being greedy,” I prompted.
He pushed a hand through ungoverned twists of blond hair. “When the
mice escaped, I wondered if the formula might have potential for some sort of
human application.”
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I nodded. Glimpsing opportunities where others saw failure was the
sort of reasoning that occasionally led to remarkable discoveries. Though injecting the human body with an armful of untried vaccine hadn’t been much
explored as a means of testing your idea since the days of Jenner and Pasteur.
What on earth had Ben been thinking? Had he actually believed his own t-shirt?

“I thought maybe we could use it to get people out of buildings,” he
went on, “like, you know, hostages, or people trapped in a fire. But then I started to think about getting into a building. And from there… well, it didn’t take
long to realise that someone using the serum would have no problemo walking
into a bank vault.”

I didn’t like the way this was going. The beginnings of a migraine began
to pulse over my left eye, and I opened my top drawer to rummage for my purple pills. “Go on,” I said, slipping a tablet under my tongue and rubbing my temples, in a vain attempt to ease my stress levels“
It was just an intellectual exercise at first, but the more I thought about

it, the more I wanted to try it. Course fees go up next semester and – well, anyway… I thought about the gold in the Bank of England, but that would be heavy,
yeah? I couldn’t have carried much. So instead I decided to check out the local
bank vault.”
He spoke matter-of-factly, as though discussing an interesting new theorem rather than admitting a crime. Perhaps the university should start
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checking criminal records as well as examination results. We do
have our reputation to think of.
Ben talked on. “I worked out the correct dosage, and spent yesterday producing it. I was so sure I could handle it! I came back to the lab when
everyone else had gone, and it only took a minute to take my sample out of
the fridge and inject it. Then I went back to my digs and waited for it to kick
in.”
My scientific curiosity surfaced again. “Did it take long?”
“About three hours. When I walked to the bank it was raining and some
of the drops went through me. It felt weird, but at least it confirmed that the
formula worked.”
“And getting into the bank presented no problems?” Why was he was
telling me all this if he had carried out his plan? Even the local bank vault surely
contained enough cash and jewellery to have given him a better balance in his
account than I could dream of. What was he playing at?
“Getting into the bank was the easy part.” He pulled his hands out of
his pockets and scrutinised them, rather as Lady Macbeth might do on stage in
the “out, damned spot” scene. “I pushed against the bricks and in I went, like a
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spoon through treacle. It was the same with the vault door. It was the
same...” He choked to a halt and covered his eyes with his fingers. When he
looked up his expression was more anguished than any I had seen in my
years of telling students they had failed their finals. “Don’t you see? It was the
same with everything I moved through — and everything I tried to pick up. My

fingers went straight through the money, right through the jewellery... Professor… Helen. I can’t touch anything at all.”
My purple tablet had long since dissolved without noticeable effect, but
my headache was trivial compared to Ben’s predicament. I stared with horrified
fascination as he attempted to grasp the edge of my desk, only to see his fingers

disappear into the polished woodgrain; but it was Ben who shrieked.
“See? See! You have to help me! I can’t eat, can’t drink, can’t even lie
down to sleep. Professor, I know I did wrong and I wouldn’t blame you if you let
me stew in my own stupidity for a while, but it’s driving me nuts! Please – could
you give me the antidote?”
Well, that’s students for you – impulsive, brash and rarely inclined to
think through the consequences of their actions. Only when they have got
themselves into a pickle do they consider asking for help – and by that time, alas,
it may be too late.
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“Ben,” I said, reaching to the back of the drawer for the blue capsules I
only used in extremity, “the hope was that Formula 33 would be another penicillin, that it would provide a way to cure horrible diseases.” I waited to see if
he had understood, but when I finally located the packet of pills, he eyed them
as though they held the answer. I shook my head, popped a tablet from the
packaging and bit down on it, grimacing at the bitter taste. “Don’t you see? The
serum is supposed to be the cure. Why would we create an antidote?”
He was still screaming when he sank through the floor.

THE END
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At the February 2022 monthly meeting of the Bognor u3a, members and
visitors were given a most interesting talk on the Kent, Sussex and Surrey
Air Ambulance Service by Simon Norris-Jones, himself a volunteer for the
service.
The service was formed as a charity in 1989 and was initially called the
Kent Air Ambulance Service, based at an industrial unit in Marden, Kent.
In 2009 it was amalgamated with Sussex and Surrey to for the service as
we know it today, with Surrey based at Dunsfold and Sussex at Shoreham.

The service has two type AW169 helicopters, (and a MD902 as standby)
and four response cars. It operates 24 hours a day, with two helicopters
on standby from 6am to midnight and then one helicopter from midnight
to 6am.They work very much in tandem with the South East Ambulance
Service.
Simon then described the working practices and the structure of the operational aspect of the service.
Types of Incidents –
Vehicle type incidents, both on motorways and country roads.
Accidental injuries – DIY incidents – Construction work accidents
Medical – Heart attacks, strokes. The response to these can often be defined by the area where they have occurred.
Assaults – night crime, stabbings.
Self-harming.
Sports and Leisure incidents.
Transport.
Major Trauma Response –
Examples of these are Head Injury, which may have brain implications.
Facial injuries
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Broken ribs, which may have caused puncture injuries elsewhere on the
body.
Broken spine
Broken pelvis and or fractures.
Major bones broken.
The South East Call Centre receives approximately 3000 calls a day, so
how do the Air Ambulance Service identify the eight or so calls a day to
attend.
They have Despatchers who screen all the calls, hear and view all the
questions and answers. From this and their experience they can identify a
major trauma.
For example – Person reported fallen from a height of 20 metres onto a
hard surface would result in a helicopter being scrambled. If the fall was
onto a soft surface, the Despatcher would wait for more

information, before making a decision. They work in close liaison with the
Emergency Services and are responsible for logistical support of the helicopters.
Aviation Team –
There are two pilots, both of whom are commercial experience and at
least 1000 flying hours. They are recruited for the service by the Special
Aviation Service.
Why are two pilots required for an incident –
The helicopters are large twin engine types. Searching for a scene can be
difficult, easier in the daytime, but more difficult at night as can finding
suitable landing sites.
Medical Team –
Doctors – Specialists in emergency medicine and within two years of becoming a Consultant, specialising in A & E.
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Paramedics – Trained to the highest level, with 8 years experience accustomed to a pre hospital environment.
Training - All medical staff are trained in the particular techniques required in the difficult environments of incidents. There is always a debrief
after call outs to incidents.
Medical training is also done in a simulator at Redhill Aerodrome.
Helicopters –
Whilst they are kept to the highest level of readiness and safety, by definition they are a cramped environment. However, the interior is very
structured and the doctor and paramedic are strapped in alongside the
patient, to be able to perform any in flight medical procedures.
The interior is heated and lit to more or less the level of an operating
theatre, so that patients can be put in much sooner for treatment. Any
equipment used during the flight is automatically transferred with patient
on arrival at the treatment location.
Helicopters are based at Redhill Aerodrome, but often one is moved to
Rochester Airport, if that will provide the cover. This depends on various
factors including the weather conditions prevailing at the time.
Maximum flying time within the region to any incident is approximately
25 minutes.
All of the Charity’s administration is done at offices at Rochester Airport.
Rapid Response vehicles –
In an attempt to maximise the use of these vehicles and reduce minimum
response times, these vehicles are located in possible incidents areas.
Anaesthetics Doctors are fully trained to the extent to be able to induce a coma on a
patient. For example, blocked airways and life-threatening situations.
Some years ago, when the medical teams were asked what additional
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item would save most lives the answer was blood. Now all missions carry
4 units of ‘O’ negative blood, which can be used for all patients. The
blood has to be stored between 2 & 6 degrees centigrade so battery packs
are needed at the scene to enable the blood to be heated to body temperature.
Any unused blood is returned to the blood centre by volunteer motorbike
riders and is immediately replaced. Plasma is also carried by the medical
teams.

As all the team and supporting teams are highly qualified, it is possible to
carry out surgical procedures, when necessary, during the flight. An example of which is open heart surgery in the case of say a stabbing.
During all flights audio and video contact is maintained with the destination location, so on arrival the recipient team are fully aware of the patient’s situation.
Patients will be transferred to a hospital, which is best suited to treat their
condition. This will not always be the nearest hospital. All Major Trauma
Hospitals are required to have a helipad and in the region are located at
Brighton, Southampton and Kings College Hospital and also St Georges
London.
Incidents can happen anywhere in the region and as a result procedures
are constantly being reviewed and improved where necessary.
Simon then gave several examples of incidents where, happily all patients
survived.

Running costs –
The cost of maintain this service is expensive to the tune of £15 million
per year, £42 thousand a day. So being a charity, raising funds is a continual concern, but even small donations help - a £1 donation can buy a 3
way tap extension, which can be used to monitor blood pressure in real
time during a flight.
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Funds are raised in many ways, lottery funding, donations and lasting will
gifts. Donations can be made by various methods, text, Online and
cheques.
The service has 200 volunteers, but would always like more. Of these 30,
like Simon, go around giving these talks.
The Service is constantly working with the NHS to ensure patients receive
and are sent to the best location for treatment. For example, in the case
of a stroke patient and after discussion with the consultant, the patient
could be sent to the Specialist Stroke Centre.
Simon closed his talk with an explanation of how the ‘What3words’ app
works and how it operates.
The App is found on htttp://what3words.com/products/what3words-app
for Apple or Android Smartphones.
Its free, used by all emergency services as well as air ambulance, and if
you are out for a walk and cannot give a precise location, or on a motorway, or even at sea, it will give you three words to tell the emergency.
They define exactly where you are, within one square metre, anywhere in
the world. So, no wasted time searching for you., plus it does not drain
your battery.
Iain Palot, Chairman of Bognor u3a, thanked Simon for his most interesting and informative talk.

Following the talk, members were offered the opportunity
to make a donation to the service and subsequent to the
talk, we received a letter and certificate from KSS Air Ambulance thanking us for raising £247.08.
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The following photographs were taken at a Cycle Group
dinner at Restaurant 64, Chichester College.
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It is now almost exactly 2 years since our last full meeting
at Felpham Memorial Hall before the Covid lockdown
stopped us in our tracks.
It is amazing that, thanks to BBO and Zoom and all those
who were able to adapt to these technologies, our numbers have actually increased during the pandemic. Currently our list includes 28 Chichester, 28 Bognor Regis and
17 Arun West U3A members. We are now playing bridge
on 3 days per week and at 2 different venues
on Wednesdays! This is a huge credit to all concerned and
in particular to Martyn Cornelius, John Harris and Monnica
Wilby for their special and invaluable work in keeping
things running.
It is thanks to Martyn that play has re-started at the Hall
and some 25 members have already played there in recent
weeks. We are hoping that even more will return today
(despite the weather). Refreshments have made a welcome return and masks are no longer required.
Meanwhile, there are a few of us who, for various reasons,
are continuing to play on-line on Wednesdays. Today we
have just 4 tables on BBO and no doubt this will decrease
as more players choose to return to the Hall in future
weeks. This situation will continue as long as it may be required.
My particular hope is that the significant few, who have not
played at all during the past 2 years, will now return to Felpham on Wednesday afternoons or, finally grasp the IT
nettle and learn to play on-line.
Martyn Cornelius
BOGNOR U3A BRIDGE
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Members of the Supper Club enjoying a meal at The Fox,
Felpham.
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Members of the Supper Club enjoying a meal at The Royal
Oak, otherwise known as The Pink Pub.
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“We love Referees”
Not a statement that is heard very often from footballers but The Arun Arena
Allstars Walking Football Club love them and are looking for more.
The Allstars were founded to provide a way of playing our national sport for anyone from age 55 and above – we currently have players in their 50’s – 60’s – 70’s
and 80’s. There is a very strong social and wellbeing aspect to the club which is
open to men and women of any ability – it is about Football + Friends + Fun.

This picture shows our recent tribute to The Ukraine in their struggles.
To enjoy the sport and ensure our members can play in safety at all times referees are essential. We have recently lost the services of 2 Refs. from our pool so
we need more. We currently have 2 qualified Refs and previous experience is
useful but full training is available for anyone wanting to take up the challenge.
The Allstars are based at the Arun Sports Arena (https://arunsportsarena.com/ )
and play twice a week from 10:00am – 11:00am on Tuesdays and Thursdays each
week.There is also the opportunity to referee at the Monthly tournaments at
Worthing – The Allstars are the current holders of the Over 60’s Pinnacle Championship trophy.
Anyone interested – men and/or women – should contact Gary Purser at:
gary@facilitate4change.com for further details.

